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UNDERSTANDING FUTURE EXPECTED
ECONOMIC BENEFITS, AND THE RISK
ATTENDANT TO OBTAINING THOSE BENEFITS,
IS CRUCIAL TO THE DETERMINATION OF
VALUE OF ANY OIL AND GAS INTEREST.
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ning strategies are paramount to maintaining maximum assets through generational transfers. In such planning
strategies, value stands front and center as the critical issue.
Finally, as no good deed, or stroke
of good fortune, goes unpunished, a
substantial amount of litigation has
evolved as a result of increased exploration and production activities. Very
often, monetary damages, as well as
negotiated settlements, are predicated
on techniques related to quantifying
value based on cash flows attendant to
the underlying oil and gas reserves.

Common Transaction Structure

is not news that
the continental U.S. has lately experienced a significant resurgence in the
area of oil and natural gas exploration
and recovery. Technological developments in the identification of available
reserves and, more importantly, extraction techniques, have led the country
to a level of fossil fuel production that
would have been nearly unbelievable as
recently as just 20 years ago.
The level of activity that has been
created by these technological advancements has led to new opportunities for
financial advisors and others. Holders
ROBERT J. GROSSMAN, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA, CBA,
and MELISSA A. BIZYAK, CPA/ABV/CFF, CVA, are
partners in Grossman Yanak & Ford LLP, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Their practice encompasses the development and implementation of diverse strategies to
enhance equity holder understanding of value and
how to manage, preserve, and grow value.
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of land that includes the underlying
oil and gas reserves, as well as those
holding direct ownership of the rights
to those reserves, face many new challenges requiring careful consideration
and guidance. Perhaps the most complex of these new challenges is that of
valuing the rights, so as to ensure that
all negotiations contemplate a fair and
reasonable exchange between the parties owning the rights and those wishing to capitalize on them through
undertaking exploration and production activities.
In addition to transaction analysis,
estate planning is also often required.
Federal and state transfer taxes, payable
at death, can erode a substantial portion of the wealth garnered from monetizing oil and natural gas rights. As
with other types of wealth, estate plan-

This article focuses on matters of value from the landowner’s position (versus the perspective of the exploration
and production company). In this light,
the most common transaction is one
where the underlying oil and gas rights
owned by the holder are “rented” or
leased to an oil and gas exploration
and production company. In these
instances, the owner of the rights
becomes a passive bystander in the
exploration and recovery activities of
the underlying reserves and is compensated through some combination
of an upfront “lease bonus” payment,
usually calculated at a negotiated and
agreed “per acre” amount, and future
royalty payments based predominantly on a production formula.
Within this general transaction structure, there are several different avenues
by which the owner of the oil and gas
rights can obtain income, including
delay rentals, production payments,
damage payments, shut-in fees, seismic
income, and rights-of-way payments.
Payment of some types of income is
triggered by events not necessarily anticipated by either party at the closing of
the lease transaction; rather, they are the
result of some subsequent action (or
lack of action) by the exploration and
production company.
While there are various commonlyaccepted methods of valuation for oil
and gas interests, and their attendant
cash flows, including the comparable
sales method and certain other analytical methods, the most often used
methodology is the discounted future
expected returns method, under the
OIL AND GAS

income approach. In those situations
where cash flows have started, there
may b e sufficient histor ical and
prospective financial information available by which the discounted future
economic benefits can be easily and
accurately estimated. In other situations, however, it is decidedly more
difficult to undertake the implementation of this method. In any case, it is
clear that understanding future expected economic benefits and the risk
attendant to obtaining those benefits is
crucial to the determination of value of
any oil and gas interest.
As with all business valuations the
issue of value of oil and gas reserves
must be considered in light of the specific facts and circumstances affecting
the owners’ rights to the underlying
minerals.

Understanding State of
Operational Readiness
Beyond the specifics of the underlying
reserves, which are addressed below,
the “state” of operational readiness is
critical in understanding the value of
oil and gas reserves. Generally, the state
of operational readiness is found to be
one of the following, although circumstances can vary widely and include
many nuances affecting value:
• A fully negotiated, legally binding,
and “in force” lease with drilling
activities already underway at the
date of valuation. In these situations,
the landowner or holder of the
underlying oil and gas rights may
have already received the upfront
lease bonus payment and is receiving, or will receive, royalty payments
based on production volumes.
• A fully-negotiated, legally-binding,
and “in force” lease is in place, but
drilling activities have not yet started at the date of valuation. In these
instances, the landowner or holder
of the underlying mineral and gas
rights has received the upfront lease
bonus payment but as production
has not yet begun, no royalty payments have been received.
• An independent land man or a representative of the exploration and
production company has expressed
an interest in the underlying oil and
gas rights associated with the propOIL AND GAS

erty, but as of the date of valuation,
negotiations have not yet fully developed, and there is still some question as to the timing and the
economics of the lease terms. Here,
the landowner or holder of the
underlying mineral and gas rights
has not received the upfront lease
bonus payment or any form of production-based royalty payments.
• There has been no expression of
interest in acquiring the rights to the
underlying oil and gas reserves at
the date of valuation, but certain
reserves of some value are assumed
to exist on the land. In this instance,
the landowner or holder of the
underlying mineral and gas rights
has received no formal indication
of any kind, as to when the rights
might become monetized.
The obvious valuation inference to
be drawn from these four broad states
of operational readiness is the need to
properly assess the timeliness and
amounts of future expected economic
benefits that will be realized as the production process evolves. In addition,
circumstantial and factual evidence
surrounding any specific reserves will
need to be considered in an appropriate assessment of investment risk
embodied in the discount rate.

Future Expected
Economic Benefits
The first element of the process includes,
of course, the determination of the
future expected economic benefits associated with the oil and gas rights. Such
a determination is rarely easily produced
in any valuation assignment, given the
vast amount of anomalies that can arise
from one business valuation to the next.
However, the determination of future
expected economic benefits is especially difficult and complex in the course
of deriving a value for interests in oil
and gas rights.
While many business valuators are
generally comfortable in the process
of constructing or reviewing forecasts
and projections, the effort, as it relates
to the valuation of interests in oil and
gas rights, is very specialized and often
beyond the scope of an analyst’s expert ise and w hat can b e lear ned by
research. For this reason, it is not

uncommon to obtain the services of a
petroleum engineer or a licensed geologist knowledgeable of the industry in
the specific geographic region of the
country in which the reserves reside.
Such services can include all elements
of the determination of the future
expected economic benefits stream
including site verification by reviewing
land maps, underlying reserve estimates, development of reserve recover y patterns (often referred to as
decline curves), and ultimately industry pricing developments.
While the normal technical discourse regarding the standard of value to be determined in any business
valuation assignment applies equally
in the arena of valuing an interest in oil
and gas rights, it is important to note
that in consideration of the application of the discounted future expected
economic benefits method under the
income approach, the conclusion of
value is intended to be that which is the
highest and best use.
Highest and Best Use. The highest
and best use is that use, which sequentially determined, is:
• Legally permissible. It should go
without saying that the ability to
recover the reserves in any oil and
gas interest is legally permissible
under federal, if applicable, and state
law for the st ate in w hich the
reserves are located. Often local
jurisdictional governance must be
considered, as well.
• Physically possible. Again, physical
ability to take the reserves is paramount to successfully recovering
the reserves. Much of those reserves
that are now being assigned substantial values previously had little
or no value prior to the development of new drilling techniques due
to the inability to physically recover those reserves.
• Financially feasible. Financial feasibility is critical to estimating
future expected reserve recoveries.
At that point in the future when
costs and pricing are such that it is
no longer possible to recover
reserves at a required cost of capital, production will slow or cease.
• Maximally productive. One use over
another will provide differing levels
of economic return. To attain the
March/April 2014
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highest and best use, consideration
has to be given to that use which
will provide the greatest level of economic return on investment.

Elements for Establishing Revenue
In the determination of projected
future expected economic returns, the
three key elements to establishing the
revenue side of the equation are:
1. Total available and confirmed proven,
probable, and possible reserves.
2. And, expected operational takedown schedules related to quantities
and timing of reserve recovery.
3. And, the expected commodity pricing at the date of recovery.
P r o v e n , P r o b a b l e, a n d Po s s i b l e

Proven reserves are that part
of the measured oil and gas resources
lying beneath the property that can be
extracted in a commercially and economically viable fashion. Within the
realm of estimating reserves, proven
reserves are that category that allows
for the highest confidence of availability. Industry specialists often set
this confidence level at 90%, or P90, set
by the Society of Petroleum Engineers.
In other words, once proven, it is, at a
minimum, at least viable (a 90% certainty or “much more likely than not”)
to contemplate extraction and recovery
of those reserves. At the point of being
classified as a proven reserve, the takedown of those reserves is legally permissible, physical ly v iable, and
economically feasible.
In contrast, while probable reserves
are also part of the measured oil and
gas resources underlying the property
that can be extracted in a commercially and economically viable manner, the degree of confidence that these
reserves can be successfully extracted
and recovered is generally set at 50%
(“as likely as not”). Given the lower
confidence level, economic risk attributable to probable reserve recovery
and monetization is greater than that
accorded proven reserves.
A third category of reserves, listed
as possible, carries a 10% confidence level as to certainty of extraction and recovery (“possible, but not likely”). As the
nature of possible reserves is highly
speculative, they carry far greater economic risk than the first two categories.
Reserves.
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In view of that risk assessment attributable to the classification of reserves as
proven, probable, or possible, most
petroleum engineers and geologists
focusing on reserve recovery tend to
look at the most current future drawdow ns as being from the proven
reserves, with later drawdowns assumed
first to come from probable reserves
and, lastly, those reserves that are possible. The propriety of this assumption
is generally deemed to be reasonable
based on the business proposition that
probable and possible reserves carry
with them greater risks associated with
recovery, and that no exploration and
production company would attempt to
recover these reserves until the proven
reserves are first recovered. Deferring
the recovery of these reserves until the
proven reserves have been recovered
drives the economic benefits associated with these recoveries to later years in
the discounted cash flow calculations,
thereby affecting any final conclusion of
value only minimally. Again, given the
inherent risks in ever realizing the economic benefits associated with the
probable and possible reserves, this
result is logical.

Decline Curve Analysis
Within the projection of future expected economic benefits, predicting how
much reserves will be drawn down once
production has begun, and exactly
when, from a timing standpoint, is generally determined by the use of declinecurve analysis. Essentially, decline-curve
analysis is a procedure used to predict
oil and gas well production based
almost solely on past historical measures of production. While declinecurve analysis can be applied at well
level, oil or gas field level, or the total
domestic or international production
level, for purposes of valuing oil and
gas ownership interests and rights, the
focus is usually on analysis by wells or
a grouped collection of wells within a
specific geographic region.
The key to interpreting remaining
production of oil and gas wells generally relates to the timing within the
production period where the valuation analysis is conducted. Wells of
these types, unless water driven, almost
always reach maximum output at or

near the well completion date and start
declining almost immediately. For the
most part, the production declines are
caused by loss of pressure within the oil
or gas reservoir or the changing relative volumes of the produced minerals.
The rate of decline is critical to the
assessment of value, as the decline
curve (illustrating reserve recovery) is
key to measuring production levels for
future years, which will be relevant to
the projection of future expected economic benefits.
Interpreting decline curves or developing a comfort level with a petroleum
engineer or geologist, who will critique
those curves, is critical to establishing
future production levels. The problematic aspect of using historical
decline curves to predict future production is the fundamental precept
that all value is forward-looking. As
such, should circumstances materially
change within the industry, geography
or other external influence, it is unlikely that the historical decline curves will
be relevant. Most professional standards require consideration of all information that is known or knowable at
OIL AND GAS

understand

It is crucial to
both the expected future economic benefits
and specific property risks.

the date of valuation. As such, it is
incumbent on the valuator to take all
steps necessary to ensure that the facts
and circumstances expected in the
future are those that match the historical facts and circumstances known at
the date of valuation.
Other specific facts and circumstances must be taken into considerat ion for proper t ies that do not
currently have drilling activities underway. These considerations (although
not all-inclusive) include developing
an understanding of the availability of
drilling rigs and infrastructure to move
the recovered minerals to refineries
and distribution facilities. Knowing
who the driller is can also provide valuable insight into prior recovery successes, and operating methodologies
undertaken in the past. Finally, understanding specific lease provisions, if in
force, as well as local governmental
drilling permit status, can help to estimate the expected start dates for production. While record searches can
provide valuable information as to permit applications, approvals, etc., other
information may be obtainable from
OIL AND GAS

only the exploration and production
companies themselves. Obtaining this
information is generally accomplished
by speaking directly to knowledgeable
parties within those companies or
working with a petroleum engineer or
geologist who maintains these relationships.

Determining Value
The final element involved in developing the future expected economic
benefits is to assign a value, or price, to
the reserve production.
The determination of price is perhaps the most complex aspect of the
determination of future expected economic benefits. Price is very often
determined based on location and can
be derived by looking at spot prices,
based on buyer short-term purchase
and delivery requirements. Alternatives to spot pricing include posted
pricing (applicable to crude oil) which
reflects advertised and promoted commodity trade prices, as well as futures
prices. The latter, as the name implies,
is based on expected prices for the oil

and gas at some future point in time.
Futures prices are available for numerous future points in time from one
month out and further.
Price forecasts can come from a
variety of sources, including the Society of Petroleum Engineers Consensus Surveys, energy bank forecasts, the
New York Mercant i le Exchange
(NYMEX), the Energy Information
Administration of the U. S. Department of Energy, and certain commercial vendors.
In a study published in 2008 by Vello A. Kuuskraa, titled “Investment
Decision Making in the Oil and Gas
Supply Sectors,”1 the author notes that
price projection models within the oil
and gas industry generally fall within
one of three alternative methodologies. These include using the NYMEX
strip for near-term projections (three
to five years out). The pricing estimates
under this method incorporate hedging and constant pricing beyond the
projection period. A second method,
offering a less aggressive estimate, uses
weighted averages for the last three
years, adjusted for expected inflation.
Lastly, a third method offers a more
conservative approach, looking to the
lowest prices from the last three years,
again, adjusted for expected inflation.
U.S. generally accepted accounting
standards (GAAP) require the disclosure of the standardized measure of
discounted cash flows from production of proved oil and gas reserves. In
response to this requirement, the Securities and Exchange Commission has
issued Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB),
Topic 12: Oil and Gas Producing Activities. 2 Under paragraph A.2., of the
SAB, titled, “Estimates of Future Net
Revenues,” the SEC responds to the
question as to what price should be
used for oil and gas that will be produced after an existing contract expires
or after the redetermination date in a
contract. The response notes:
The price to be used for oil and
gas which will be produced after a
contract expires or has a redetermination is the average price during the 12-month period prior to
the ending date of the period covered by the balance sheet, determined as an unweighted arithmetic
average of the first-day-of-theMarch/April 2014
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month price for each month within such period for that oil and gas.
This average price, which should
be based on the first-day-of-themonth market pr ices, may be
increased thereafter only for additional fixed and determinable escalations, as appropriate. A fixed and
determinable escalation is one
which is specified in amount and
is not based on future events such
as rates of inflation.

Over time, apparently based on this
SAB, use of a simple 12-month arithmetic average of the 12 months preceding the date of valuation has come
into common usage in valuation of
interests in oil and gas rights. Unfortunately, as noted earlier, the fundamental precept of business valuation is
that the process is forward looking,
and failure to consider expected future
prices diminishes the conclusions
attained thereunder. In consideration
of complying with forward expectations, it becomes incumbent upon the
valuator to consider the very critical
risks relating to whether the arithmetic
12-month historical average (prior to
the date of valuation) is indicative of
future expectations at that same date.
Inflation, demand and supply, and
delivery capabilities, as well as the
geopolitical environment, all tend to
shade pricing for these commodities.
Once underlying proven reserve
volumes are identified and quantified,
and the decline curve analyses are
completed illustrating recovery volumes and timing of the recovery, pricing estimates can be applied to the
result. This calculation provides the
business valuator with an estimate of
future expected economic benefits
(generally, cash flows) associated with
the oil and natural gas rights.

Assessment and
Quantification of Risk
The final aspect of valuing an oil and
gas interest is the proper assessment
of risk and quantification of that risk.
Under a discounted future expected
returns method applied within the
income approach, this risk is captured
in the discount rate.
Most valuators are comfortable with
an understanding of discount rate
mechanics when developed in the con32
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text of business interest or intangible
asset valuation. However, confusion
sometimes arises in the context of valuing an interest in a bundle of oil or
natural gas rights, or some form of
expected future cash flows associated
with these rights.
In both instances, it is paramount
that the discount rate captures the same
primary risks as any business valuation. These risks are, of course, that
risk that the expected amount of future
cash flows will equate to those in the
projected benefit stream, and that those
expected future cash flows will come to
fruition in the periods in which they
were projected.
The Texas Comptroller of Public
Accounts releases an annual study of
discount rate ranges for Oil and Gas
Properties. In the 2012 Property Value
Study,3 the Texas Comptroller states:
There are three generally accepted
methods for estimating a discount
rate: analysis of oil and gas property sales, market surveys and the
weighted average cost of capital
(WACC).

Most property sale data, as used by
the Texas Property Tax Assistance Division is based on information gathered
from an annual study commissioned
by the Western States Petroleum Association and the California Independent Petroleum Associat ion. The
information is predicated on California sales only. Thus, risk adjustments
for specific properties located elsewhere are likely necessary. The survey
information noted above is based on an
annual opinion poll conducted by the
Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers. Participants in the study concerning property acquisitions and
divestitures include petroleum company executives, industry consultants,
and energy banks.
Weighted Average Cost of Capital. The
WACC is that discount rate that should
be applied to all invested capital. In other words, the WACC is that rate of return
that should be applied to the cash flows
that are due both the debt capital holders and the equity capital holders. If necessar y, the equit y values are then
calculated by simply subtracting the fair
market value of the debt from the value of total invested capital.

In many instances, the valuation of
an interest holding rights to oil and
gas reserves, from a landowner’s position, will tend to be predicated upon a
discount rate applicable to equity only,
as the landowner’s interest is generally equity financed.
To address investment risk, most
valuators of future expected economic benefits of oil and gas interests use
a build-up model. As is the case with
valuing a business interest, construction of a WACC starts with the development of an equity capital discount
rate. Building this rate for any applicable cash flow stream, beg ins, of
course, with a safe rate, free of principal risk. While no investment is totally free of principal risk, most valuation
treatises look to U.S. government
bonds as an indicator of safe rates. To
this end, bonds with a 20-year matur it y are most common ly used,
although holding period expectations
may sometimes come into play when
choosing this rate, as well as consideration of reserve recovery illustrated in decline curves.
To the safe rate, the valuator must
add additional points to compensate
OIL AND GAS

several avenues

There are
by which owners of oil and gas rights can
obtain future economic benefits.

an investor for the components of risk
attendant to the particular oil or gas
project. Many valuators continue the
build-up process by adding an equity
risk premium developed by Ibbotson
Associates, Duff & Phelps, or some
other source, on the basis that any
potential cash flow streams arising
from investments in smaller oil and
gas properties carry with them at least
that level of risk contemplated in the
overall public stock markets. In most
cases, the risk is likely greater, depending on the state of operational readiness (discussed earlier) of the
particular property or project.
Specific Risk. In constructing the
discount rate under a build-up model,
there must be some focus on risks specific to the particular bundle of rights
associated with investment in the oil
and gas rights. This latter element of
risk is akin to specific company risk, or
unsystematic risk, identified in the
1 Available at http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/emdwork-

shop/pdf/oil_gasinvestment.pdf.
2 Available at www.sec.gov/interps/account/sab-

codet12.htm.
3 Available at http://www.window.state.tx.us/tax-

info/proptax/drs12/drs12.pdf.
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course of a business valuation of an
operating company. Because a beta is
not used in the traditional build-up
model (to capture the systematic risk),
very often the unsystematic risk is
increased to capture potential systematic risk, as well.
To fully incorporate the unsystematic
risk associated with the ownership of
rights in any oil or gas property or project, it is important to understand that
the risks are generally compartmentalized into three broad categories:
1. Reserves risks.
2. Operational risks.
3. Financial risks.
As discussed earlier, the reserves
risks address the propriety of the overall reserves determination, geology,
remaining life of the reserves (at the
date of measurement), reservoir drive
systems, etc. Operational risks address
operator’s experience (overall and
regionally), operator’s reputation and
perceived abilities, quality and availability of mechanical equipment, complexity of drilling operations, operator
financial well-being, etc. Finally, the
financial risks attendant to any property or project include commodities

pricing for the minerals, the location of
the gas wells, exposure to plugging liabilities, contract conditions for hydrocarbon activities, etc. The listing is not
intended to be all-inclusive and, as with
any business valuation, the subjectspecific risk exposures must be caref ul ly analyzed, scr ut inized, and
quantified.
The balance of the WACC construction is of course, developing the net
“after tax” cost of debt, if applicable,
and then properly weighting the cost
of equity capital with the cost of debt
capital. Many treatises are available for
the reader to understand this process,
as it is beyond the scope of this article.
Obviously, use of a fixed “safe” rate
of return is questionable, at best, in
valuing future economic benefits associated with oil and gas interests. Many
geologists, petroleum engineers, and
others have come to accept fixed
WACCs as proxies for quantifying the
value of future economic benefits.
These proxies have come from various
sources; often by looking to public
companies in the industry. The problem with such an approach is to dismiss all of the specific risk associated
with an ownership interest in any particular oil or gas property or project.
Failure to consider those risks is virtually certain to provide an incorrect
conclusion of value.

Conclusion
The use of a discounted future economic benefits model fits well with the
operational and financial constructs
of the oil and gas industry. Unfortunately, as is always the case, the proper application of the model lies with
properly understanding the many
nuances of the industry, the specifics of
the particular investment, and the overall pricing and operational dynamics of
oil and gas projects. The critical point
is accepting that each property and
project is different and that the differences can be, and often are, material.
Given that background, it is imperative
that the valuator develop a keen eye
for risk identification, and that these
risks be addressed within the work
product. This approach will then lead
to better-supported, and more proper,
value determinations.●
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